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Cancer industry not looking for a cure;
they’re too busy making money
Wednesday, April 10, 2019 by: JD Heyes
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disease, Medical Tyranny, profits
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(Natural News) It may sound ridiculously
cynical to some, but there are many who
believe that cancer is too big a business
(meaning too lucrative) to ever actually cure.
And they say the proof is in the numbers.
As noted by Your News Wire, if any of the
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revenue producer would vanish within
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“on the verge of collapse” - NaturalNews.com
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cancer treatments were ever to be approved,
then the healthcare industry’s cornerstone
months.
And Big Pharma isn’t about to let that happen. The industry is what is keeping us from a
real cancer cure.
Consider how big a business cancer has become. In the 1940s, before all of the
technology and innovation we see today, just one out of every 16 people was stricken with
cancer; by the 1970s, that ratio fell to one in 10. Today, one in two males are at risk of
developing some form of cancer, and for women that ratio is one in three.
Adds Health Impact, “We have lost the war on cancer.” The site notes further:
Advertise with NaturalNews...

Scientists have discovered a way to destroy
cancer tumors using nothing but sound waves NaturalNews.com

“The cancer industry is probably the most prosperous business in the United States. In
2014, an estimated 1,665,540 new cancer cases diagnosed and 585,720 cancer deaths in

Natural News Wire (Sponsored Content)

the US. $6 billion of tax-payer funds are cycled through various federal agencies for
Reference Information

cancer research, such as the National Cancer Institute (NCI). The NCI states that the
medical costs of cancer care are $125 billion, with a projected 39 percent increase to $173
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billion by 2020.”

Conduct powerful scientific
research in mere seconds for your
book, blog, website article or news
report.

The belief among skeptics is that treating cancer has become an industry in and of itself,
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found (or approved). Indeed, the current research on cancer medications is based on the
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natural health knowledge from the
industry's top authors and writers.

presumption that the disease will grow (as will the market), not get smaller.
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employing too many people while producing far too much income to permit a cure to be

100% organic essential oil sets now available for your home and personal care,
including Rosemary, Oregano, Eucalyptus, Tea Tree, Clary Sage and more, all 100%
organic and laboratory tested for safety. A multitude of uses, from stress reduction to
topical first aid. See the complete listing here, and help support this news site.
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A 2010 documentary entitled, Cut Poison Burn, by filmmaker Wayne Chesler, presented a
number of powerful facts regarding corruption in the business of conventional treatments

Medicine.News
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for cancer (surgery, chemotherapy and radiation) in the U.S. Here are a number of quotes
taken from the documentary that reveal why we’re no closer today than ever to a cancer
cure, as reported by Your News Wire:
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“From 1920 to the present time, we have made little progress in the treatment of adult
cancers. So, a person who gets prostate cancer or breast cancer today will live as long as
a person who got it in 1920.” – Charles B. Simone, M.MS., M.D., Founder, Simone

Health.News

Protective Cancer Center.

Health News & Studies

“Why are people terrified when they hear the word cancer? Because they know it
[conventional cancer treatment] doesn’t work.” – Dr. Julian Whitaker, M.D. Founder,

Herbs.News

Whitaker Wellness Institute

Herbs News & Information

“Everyone should know that most cancer research is largely a fraud.” – Dr. Linus Pauling
1986, Nobel Laureate
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There are more, including the U.S. government’s own admission in patenting someone
else’s potential cancer cure, that current treatments “are themselves carcinogenic” and
may actually promote recurrences of cancer.

Cancer.News

But you get the point: There is no real incentive to cure something that generates so much

Cancer News & Studies

employment and profit; just imagine all of the cancer treatment specialists and their staff
members who would be out of a job if this disease was ever cured.
Climate.News
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As Natural News founder Mike Adams, the Health Ranger, has said, there is nothing in
“modern” cancer treatment that results in true healing. The law and public policy have
been established to prevent cures:

Survival.News
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“Treating cancer with anything that actually works has been entirely outlawed in the
United States, where ‘healing has become a crime,’ say independent observers. The
conventional cancer industry isn’t interested in curing the disease; it’s interested in

Gear.News

profiting from its continuation.”
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J.D. Heyes is a senior writer for Natural News and News Target, as well as editor of The
National Sentinel.
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demand metabolic freedom
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They have a cure.
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Bart
2 days ago

Well duhhhhh, all that money ?!! Billions and billions pouring into bank accounts when the cure
has been out there since the mid-70s ? Who in hell is gonna give up their second, third, and
fourth mansions, their gorgeous cars, limos, and hot rods, their parties full of the world's bestlooking whores. You tell me, who ? Man will never change, never never never. Greed and
jealousy rule this world and the competition at the top is fierce. Honestly, I'm glad as hell I'm
poor.
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German New Medicine IS the cure for cancer.
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Please provide a link Glad.
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Texantallandproud
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Great article! The treatments usually damage or destroy your immune system leaving you
vulnerable to secondary infections which is what usually kills you.
Protect and strengthen your immune system and you will have a much better chance at
survival.
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Chemo is Madagascar's periwinkle flower and vine chemically altered to WW1 mustard gas,
which is completely barbaric and nonempirical quackery, to destroy the entire immunity
system, and you die of secondary infection, while they bankrupt you.
Immunotherapy is a consumer FRAUD bait and switch name, for outed quack chemo, with
the same bs chemistry, that spreads cancers 98.5% of the time, fact.
By building immunity, with nutrition from gmo free food, as well as triggering the P53
chromosome to stop blood glucose uptake to any radicalized cells, liesions, or tumors with
telomin, at lowest cost, in san jose, ca, along with liposomal blushwood berry extract, and
red meeker raspberry capsules, I am cancer free for 6 years now, from a psa that was 112,
and is zero now.
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100% Accurate
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I like to call the cancer industry the big hamster wheel of slow death by Big Harma.
First they poison you with their unproven toxic chemicals, which then lead to devastating side
eﬀects that require more prescriptions for more of Big Harmas toxic poisons which again lead
to more devastating side eﬀects killing you slowly and painfully until your broke or dead.
Nutrition is the key! Let thy food be thy medicine and thy medicine be thy food! * Hippocrates
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It's not for a "cure", but just for the money.
I remember back in the early 1960's the American Cancer Society had a fundraising ad that
showed a clock at 5 minutes to midnight with the subtitle "We're this close to a cure!" That was
over a half century ago!
And the media announcements of a new "major" breakthrough are always the same..."We
hope" this new breakthrough discovery "may" "someday" "lead to" "possible" "future research"
that "may" "one day" "opens up the possibility" of new drugs "that may someday" be used as
a "possible" treatment....etc. Or that human trials "may" begin in "5 or 10 years". "This is just
the very early stages" And, "More research is needed".....To keep the money grants flowing in.
And then we NEVER hear about it again!
They're all the same, like a script. In the meantime decades pass and millions suﬀer and die.
Big Pharma has it all covered to protect their profits. Whenever a real non-Chemo cure comes
along, they are shut down permanently. Like the John Kanzius Cancer Machine that used no
Chemo or Radiation, but rather gold nano-shells and radio waves to heat them and destroy
cancer cells anywhere in the body. With a near 100% cure rate of Pancreatic Cancers in pigs.
see more
While all the nano-shells were eliminated from
the body within 2 weeks. They raised over
$10,000,000
in fund raisers to get it to human trials. Then a 'newly formed' company bought
2 △ ▽ Reply
out the rights, canceled the Human Trials, took possession of the machines and has refuse to
answerBigkid
any and all inquiries.
− ⚑
4 days ago

Excerpts from an article representing Big Pharma that I found in the WSJ back in 2006 when I
Big Pharma and Big Chemical companies have Bought and Paid for the Congress. ONLY TERM
had lost my mother, uncle, pet Leonberger, and brother (in that order) to cancer within a 3 year
LIMITS WILL WORK.
period. It shows in blatant form the total disregard for the cancer patient, and the giddy
2 △ ▽ Reply
excitement at the prospects of greater future profits.
Cancertracychess
Drug Pipeline On The Rise

−
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UPI ^ | July
12,is2006
| STEVENot
MITCHELL
Cancer
cured
not defined.
defined scientifically. Not defined medically. The 21st Century
Cures Act does not contain a definition of cured. No clinical study of any cancer treatment
Katie
Siafaca,
spokeswoman
Newless
Medicine,
a representative
of the Big Phama Drug
contains
a definition
of cured,for
much
a scientific
medical definition.
Industry said:
Many people claim to have cured cancer. Nobody cares. No one is looking for cured. Cured is
"They
did not go after cancer in the old days because it didn't seem like a place where you
not defined.
could make a lot of money," she said.
Cancer treatments. Now that's where the money is. Treatments can be patented. They give the
"But
that hasofchanged
because acancer
drugs can now
bebe
very
expensive,
withCured
some is
costing
appearance
moving towards
cure. Appearances
can
patented.
Cures?
not
tens
of thousands
of no
dollars
patient, and
many patients
will receive
during
defined,
so we have
idea per
if a treatment
is moving
the patient
towardsmultiple
a cure, drugs
or away
from a
the
course
of
their
disease."
cure.
"The
use
of secondthird-line
therapies
"has made
chemotherapy
verythat,
big business
It's not
hard
to defineand
cured.
Nobody
cares. There's
no money
in it. Notaonly
people might
because
one
patient
may
have
three
or
four
diﬀerent
treatments
before
they
expire,"
discover that although there is no medical cure for the common cold, the only cure isSiafaca
health.
said."
And maybe the same is true for cancer...
To your health, tracy
"In addition, a lower rate of eﬃcacy and a higher rate of side eﬀects can often be acceptable in
1
△ arena,
▽ Reply
this
particularly in advanced cancer patients with no other options. "A lot of drugs all
they do is extend life by several months but you can still make money oﬀ it," she said."
Bigkid > tracychess
− ⚑
4 days
agoscientific breakthroughs in cancer research that point to new treatments in
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major
theBIG
"near
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does
it's not
niceCure
to know
Cancer.
that All
theCancer
drug companies
Patients Die
arefrom
working
complications
hard not tofrom
findTHE
cures
to save
CANCER
lives TREATMENT,
and stop the suﬀering,
SO IT IS NOT
but to
CONSIDERED
come up withAvery
CANCER
expensive
DEATH.
low-eﬃcacy
ANY REMISSION
"treatments"
IS CHALKED
to get
UP as
TOmuch
A CANCER
money CURE.
as possible out of cancer patients "before they expire".
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There is no "chalking up". There are no statistics for cured for any disease. There are no
codes for, and no accounting for cured. Oﬃcially, nobody cares about cures. Cure is a
marketing term, like sizzle. Sell the sizzle, not the steak. Sell them cure, give them fakes
(treatments that don't cure).
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Please don't send your kids to School...That is the biggest poison...let him LEARN the world on
his own...School are Indoctrination Camps for the Business Empire...For example...Did you
know all Vitamins are made from Petroleum by products.
Vitamin was Created by a Polish Chemist not even by a scientist and it is not found in an
isolated form in the body, in fact there is no such thing as Vitamins in the body as they love you
to believe it.
No Ancient Culture EVER in the History of Human Race came across Vitamins...which has
made fake Vitamins 100 billion dollar a year industry and projected to become 200 billion in
coming decade...
Bio Available Copper not the chelated copper you could buy in Chemist store is the KEY....It
looks like Western Civilisation Itself is designed to take Copper out of your body...The most
important Mineral that your body needs...YES....Only ONE THING you need to remove the thing
called Disease...from our Civilization...All Disease due to lack of Amino Acid Protein.
All diseases are due to missing and "variant" proteins, Copper deficiency causes "variant"
malformed, missing, damaged DNA/proteins, and is responsible for virtually EVERY "disease"
and symptoms known to mankind.
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If you read Amazon reviews of countless supplements and vitamin the placebo eﬀect is
awesome if these things don't work and if thats the case they do work for many.
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This is sooooo obvious to me! This is why I coined the phrase: Sick people are profitable
people! Sadly; the zombie masses choose to believe the lies!
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It wouldn't matter so much that the cancer treatment industry wants to protect it's interests by
fighting against alternatives, if they had to compete in a free market. Instead, they are protected
by federal and state licensing requirements and recognitions of certain "standards of care",
etc..
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